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COMING EVENTS. 

WEDNESDAY. 2nd. FEBRUARY, at 7.45n.m. 

NATIVE BUSS REGENERATICN a talk bv mSS IOAN BRADLEY. 

Mids Bradley is an authority on this subject and a very interesting 
speaker. She will tell us the right way to remove exotic material 
from natural bush, and hew to restore the natives. As most of the 
bushlands around this area have a liberal share of lantana, privet, 
blackberry and other weeds this is something we surely should know. 

This will be only a short talk and will be followed by the .... 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. 

Election of Committee members and other business. We hope for full 
attendance at this meeting. Please come to show your support. 
Nominations for the Committee would be welcome. 

SATURDAY. 26th February. 

FIELD DAY AT SCMERSBY FALLS. 
This will be an opportunity to see one of the sites being 
considered for a new airport. It is a beautiful picinic area not 
far from Gosford - about 6 miles this side of Gosford. A good day 
for children. DETAILS IN NEXT OFF NEWS, 

Val Boyan 533-1C13 
(after 4 p.m.) 

REPORT FROM PHTT.T.TP I S L Y T D . 

fti Christmas Eve, Brian White (2GB), announced that section of the 
island, the nesting ground for imtton birds, had been bulldozed for 
•development1 during the nesting season, killing hundreds of young 
and destroying eggs. It was privately-owned land. 

We hope for further reports — or protests II 
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EDITORIAL. 
A HAPPY N&f YEAR TO ALL. 

"... The important thing is to get in and be heard. Unless 
you do that the job falls flat ^ J o h n p a g a n 

This advice seems appropriate for all who are concerned about the 
environment. Let's hope the voice of Conservation comes through 
loud and clear in the year ahead. 

There seems to be an urgent need for some kind of media to pass 
on conservation news - a means of co-ordinating societies. Very 
frequently ah urgent matter arises and it is not possible to let 
members know. The ideal would be a weekly news-sheet fed by all 
societies, but there are many problems. This is not a new idea. 
It was discussed at the NCC Conference at least two years ago. 

Have you any ideas. 

The Annual General Meeting takes place on ¥edne sdav. 2nd.Februarv. 
(see page 4). We need support, so please come. This will be an 
opportunity to aek questions about the running of the Society and 
to offer suggestions or make criticisms (constructive we hope), 
these will be welcome. 

It is intended that there will be motion to increase subscriptions 
because of increased postage and other expenses. 

DUFFY'S FOREST. 
Congratulations to the "Conmittee to Stop Duffy's Forest Airport". 
Senator Cotton has announced that plans for the airport in this area 
have been abandoned. The Committee now intends to work for the 
inclusion of the Forest in the Kuringai Chase National Park. It 
is 100 acres of crown land surrounded on three sides by the Park, 
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MTHUTES OF GGM-iITTES MEETINa. 

JANUAIg. 1972. 

Ihe committee feels that members are not being sufficiently informed about 
its activities. There is not enough space in OF? NStfS and there is not 
enough time at meetings. The minutes of comaittee meetings will therefore 
T)e posted up at each general meeting. 

THB POULTON PARK ISSUE. 

The fate of this Park is now in the hands of the State Pollution Control 
Commission which has intervened to stop further disposal of waste in any 
part of the park until an investigation is made. The GAVE POULTON PARK 
CCMt'OI'TES has drawn up and submitted to the SPCC a very detailed report. 
If yoa would like to read this report, phone Ray KNIGHT- 579-4982, 

THE OOLONG COMMITTEE, 

Our support is still needed. The Premier announced (2,11.71) that an 
additional area at Marulan will be granted for mining provided the Mt, 
Amour lease is relinquished. But the additional area involves destruction 
of three public reserves. Colong would bd saved at the expense of Marulan. 
If you would like to support the Committee send $1.00 to the Colong 
Committee, 18 Argyle Street, Sydney, 2000 - or give it to our Secretary 
at the next meeting. You will then receive 6 bi-monthly Bulletins, 

# # » # * # # # « # # # # $ 

CLUTHA. 

A Clutha Christmas Party was held at the Lower Town Hall, Our Society 
was well represented. At the moment all is quiet on the Clutha front, 
Brian White (2GB), announced that the feasibility study showed that costs 
would be too high to warrant the continuation of the scheme - but this 
does not seem to have been verified. More news expected soon. 

C Q̂ SSIVVATI ON EDUCATION. 

On a recent visit to Victoria, Cec Sainty addressed an assembly of about 
100 residents of Korumburra, Sth. Gippsland, on the need to conserve 
natural resources. 
This is good. Cec. gives a very interesting talk with excellent slides. 
If you know of a group requiring a guest speaker, phone Cec. on 759-4735. 

OFF NSa'/S JANUARY, 1972. 

vara OF TKANKS. 

To Mr. Frank Walker, M.L.A. for his work on environmental issues, 
Mr. Walker has shown a genuine interest in conservation and has 
taken considerable trouble to become informed on such matters as 
The Barren Grounds, Myall lakes, Clutha Act, Colong Caves and of 
course, the Poulton Park issue. He has spoken strongly in 
Parliament on all of these issues and has been unjustly criticised 
by Kogarah Council for his statements about Poulton Park. 
Our thanks and best wishes, Mr. Walker ! 1 

THE RED GUM FOREST. 

A public meeting was held at the Entrance on 12.12.71 to protest 
against the destruction clearing of the forest for mining. Well-
informed speakers pointed out the economic value of the forest 
compared to the diort term value of the minerals. 
After seeing this magnificent forest one wanders why an affluent 
country would even consider its destruction for the very small 
short terra income from the minerals. 
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THE TERVI5 BAY ANTI-POLLUTION COMMITTEE. 

This group is actively opposing a proposal by the Shoalhaven Society 
to discharge the effluent from a sewerage scheme into Jervis Bay. 
Nona Tonkin has become involved and we expect further reports in 
next OFF NB//S . 

GRIFFITH NEWS. 

We are pleased to know that a conservation group is being formed in 
Griffith. We wish them well and look forward to further news. It 
would be interesting to hear what effect the spraying of grasshopper 
plagues had on the bird population in the area. (In November, 20 
miles north of Griffith, I saw large flocks of Rainbow birds, Masked 
Wood Swallows and White-browed Wood Swallows following vast moving 
masses of young grasshoppers - Ed.) 

PUBLIC OPINION POLL. 

A group of high school students in Bankstown collected 360 replies to 
questions prepared by INSPECT - an environmental organisation for 
school students. 73% of those polled thought drastic action was 
necessary to avert a crisis. Only 22% knew they had a conservation 
group in their area. f r o m SKH 28.12.71. 
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CODING EVENTS: 

SATURDAY. 26th February, 10.30a.m. 

Field day at SGJgRSBY FALLS (near Gosford) 

with E. ST. JOHN. Q.C, 

Meet at 10.30 a.m. at the junction of the Pacific Highway and the 
road which leads through Somersb/ and Central Mangrove to 
Wiseman's Feriy. After the Kawkesbuiy River Bridge, if you take 
the expressway, take the firt turn off to Gosford at Calga and this 
will bring you back to the Pacific Ki-jiway. A fuitlier miles 
along the Highway will bring you to the Scmorsby Falls turn on the 
left. This is our meeting place. If you reach the Hoy Woy turn off 
you have gone too far.. This is a beautiful area with a good picnic 
Ground. Mr. fit. John suggests that the children bring togs and have 
fun getting under the falls which form a natural shower. Some short 
walks, rock scrambling, scenery and birds, 

MONDAY. 28th FEBAJA^. at 7.45 P.M. 

"CUMBENG THE IUI-X'^aG" with MR. PADDY FALUN. 

Glides taken on a remarkable expedition in 1969. This is a meeting 
you will iot want to miss. Several of our members have already seen 
these slides but they will certainly want to see them again. Come 
early because we expect a full house. Friends are welcome. 

We feel that we have been very fortunate in having Mr, St. John & 
Mr. Pallin for these two events and we hope for a good att endance. 

Val Boyan 533,1013 after 4 p.m. 

We were both shocked and angered to hear that vardals had caused a 
serious fire on the ground floor of Paddy Pallin5 s store. 

As this is my final effort at writing OFF IE.'3, I would like to say 
tiiank you to all who helped in so many ways - information, criticisn, 
advice - and especially to Mrs. Ali Lloyd who corrected ry mistakes, 
cut the stencils (no eaqy job), and finally folded the newssheets 
and posted tnera. Thanks to Arnold Eryden who does the duplicating, 
Ycur 1972 editor Olive Whaite will take over from now, Mrs, lloyd 
will continue to cut the stencils, Kr0 Erydr?n to duplicate & Mrs, 
Tvflkin will fold & post, ESST WXSJ&S TO OFF IfilfS, 

lion. 2-11 tor (1971) a 
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February marks the beginning of the financial year for our Society 
and prompt payment of fees would be much appreciated. Postal 
regulations will not allow us to send OFF NSW3 to unfir-ancial 
members after April, The new fees are ̂ 2,00 single; $3,00 two 
members in one familyj 60 cents studentsj 20cents juniorsj and 
G.A, Pensioners 60 cents. We regret the increase in fees but costs 
of postage and printing etc, have risen considerably. 

TIB POULTON PAPJC STORY. 

This looks like having a happy ending. According to the "LEADER11 

(2.2,72), the Lanes Department has withdrawn permission, given in 
1936, to dredge the Bay until satisfactory methods and location of 
the disposal of the silt have been worked out. 

In view of the increased advance in scientific knowledge of ecology 
since that date it seems surprising that decisions mi.de in 1936 would 
still be considered valid, Certainly, if it were not for the vigil-
ance of our Environment Protection Sub-committee, the natural areas 
of the Park would now be in the past tense. 

It is regrettable that it has frequently been intimated (by the Press 
and other media), that the aim of the conservationists was to stop 
the dredging. Actually, we have never opposed the dredging - the 
mangroves would benefit by the increased tidal flow that would result 
from it - but we were concerned about a natural area that is inval-
uable for study and recreation, as well as the ecological results 
of such action. 
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MANGROVES - UGH11! I 

"v/e had mangroveB and God only knows what", said the General Manager 
of a factory near Meadowbank, "so we decided to do something to enhance 
the foreshores." The mangroves and God only knows what are now a car 
Park* (S.M.H. 4.2.72.) 
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It will be interesting to see what happens at Srmington Bay. Because 
of concern for the mangroves expressed by the National Trust (cheers 
for the N.T.), the Maritime Services Board withdrew permission to 
reclaim. But the Mayor of the Parramatta Council is determined to go 
ahead if possible, "Our legal officer is looking into the matter now 
to see if we can bind the Maritime Services Board to its original 
decision", he said. 5.2.72). 

A DATE TO REC1BER. 
SATURDAY . 22nd. AK{ I L . 

Put this date in your cdary now. 
On this date, INSPECT will be conducting a Symposium on the 
Georges River at the Kurstville Civic Centre from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
It is sponsored by the National Trust and well known speakers will 
present papers. We are all interested in the Georges River and we 
would like to support the High School group of students who form 
IHor —jCX • 

PUBLIC MEETING. 

AT ANZAC HOUSE ON FRIDAY. 18TH FEBRUARY at 8 P.M. 

A short address only and then films will be shown including one on the 
Parramatta River, by the Bank of N.S.W, The meeting will be sponsored 
by the "SAVE THE RED GUMS" Society and the Clutha Committee« 

ihe purpose of the meeting is to arouse interest on conservation issues 
on the eve of the continuation of the adjourned court hearing of the 
case between the Wyong Council and the mining company. The Court will 
decide whether the Tree Preservation Order applies in this case, and if 
the Mining Company, after being granted the lease from the Minister, 
should then make a forgal Development Application to the local Council, 

PRESIDENT; Pldl Hall, 33 Yarran Rd», GATLEY,2223 .. Ph.579 1703 
SECRiiARY; Ida Carder, 84 Waratah at,, 0ATIEY,2223 ,, 57 5909 
EDITOR; Olive Vhaite, 15 Freeman Ave,, OATIEY 57 6459 

(after this issue). 
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BOOK ON ECOLOGY. 

Those members hwo attended the Ecology lectures last year will be 
interested to know that Dr. Recher is compiling a book on the notes, 
and each person who attended will receive a copy in the near future* 

#•»••ft* 

COAL WASTE DUMP. 

Coal washeiies waste is being dumped parallel to the Princes Highway, 
on the eastern side, on Colliery owned property. Coalcliff Collieries 
Pty, Ltd, gp plied to the Wollongong Council for permission to dump a 
million tons of waste on the 20 acre site in the next 5 years. No 
decision on this has yet been taken by the Council, but an inspection 
will be made shortly (8,2.72) by the councillors. 

The area has been recommended by the South Coast Conservation Society 
as a National Park, It is drained by the Kellys and Stanwell Park 
Creeks. Kellys Creek joins the Port Hacking River. 

THE KU-MELL COMMITTEE, 

This Committee has requested representation from our Society, Meetings 
are held once a month at the Gymea Labour Club, Would any member 
volunteer for this duty? Phone 57.5909. 

THE E.P.C.s 

Our Environment Protection Sub-Committee members led by Ray Knight, 
have their programme ready for 1572. 10 meetings from February to 
November have been scheduled. The intention is to concentrate on the 
foreshores of the Georges River. The first meeting will be February 
19th. Meet at Oatley Station at 2 p.m. An inspection of Oatley Park 
will take place. Whether or not you are on the Committee your presenc 
will be most welcome. 

TAIK ON CONSERVATION. 

The Rockdale Historical Society requested a speaker on conservation and 
Cec Sainty went along. He gave a very interesting and informative talk 
on the need to conserve our natural resources (including mangroves) & 
illustrated with a series of excellent slides. Our thanks to the 
Rockdale Society for their interest. We extend an invitation to their 
members to attend any of our meetings or field days. 

A NBIiiV hOM^ RSQUi-RSD. Afttr this year the Swimming Club Kail will no 
1 •' T -1"3 •X* — J ' ' 
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CCKING EVENTS. 

SATURDAY & SUNDAY. 22nd. & 23rd. APRIL. 

WORH. 6* LOOK WEEKEND AT WIRRIMBIRRA — near Bargo on 

(Note change of date from that in prograr.se HIG^JAY. 

On the Sunday lirs, Thistle Stead"will show us the Study Trail 
about a mile of pleasant walking, commencing at the Centre at 
11 a.m. For the remainder of the time there are jobs for %n 
ages. Come for one day or camp over the weekend. 
Accomodation is available.™ „ n „ 

Phone Val. B oyan 533-1013 <fter 4 p.m. 

MONDAY. 24th APRIL at 7.45 p„ra. 

BIRDS IN COLOUR by ELLIS KcNAiiARA. 

Mr. McNamara is one of the best bird photographers in Australia, 
lie spends a considerable time each year in out of the way places 
& has photographs of birds that are not usually seen. This should 
be a very pleasant evening for all ages. 

SATURDAY. 29TH APRIL. .. 10 A.K. to 5.30 P.M. 

SYKPOSIUK ON T'-IE GEORGES RIVER, at CATLEY EAST 

PUBLIC SCIIOOL ASSEMBBT MKLL. 
Neville Street. QATLEY. 

This has been arranged by INSPECT and supported ty the Institute 
o f Architects, National Trust, Zoology Action^ and Social 
Responsibility in Science. 
Bring your own lunch (or patronise the TAKE-AWAY shops in the 
maxn street), afternoon tea or coffee with bis cuits, will be 
provided by the Mothers' Club for 20c. 

We would like every member to try to be present on this 
important occasion. There is no charge, but a collection to 
defray expenses will be made. 
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As you will see on the back page the INSiECT symposium on the George 
River is getting near. This is well worth your closer attention. I 
is just about as local a problem as we can get and still ranges into 
a field of more general interest. 

There has been a lot of publicity lately about the plight of the 
Farramatta River. This is indeed a sorry story and well deserves al 
the support that can be mustered in an effort to clean up the mess. 
Parramatta Council has been most unfortunate to have their attempt 
to prosecute the SHELL Refining Co. for polluting Duck Creek fail 
because of lack of defined standards. Similar action against other 
companies at present held over may suffer the same fate if the cases 
are heard before the pending Clean Water Act becomes law. It is to 
be hoped such a sad waste of time and money does not discourage the 
Council from future action. At least the penalties proposed under 
the new Act are severe enough to reward court action and should make 
it financially expedient for the offending firms to effectively 
treat their effluent. 

By comparison our concern with the Georges River may seem trivial. 
Preliminary investigations have shown it to have the highest percent 
age oxygen saturation.of any of the metropolitan rivers. However, 
is not that the very reason we should be busy now? By far the 
cheapest and easiest way to treat a disaster is to prevent it. AND, 
BY GE0L1GSJ that is what we aim to do. 

On the Poulton Park issue we were quick to state that we did not 
oppose dredging as such. But in the light of recent information 
on the collapse of river banks due to sand removal, maybe we should 
have done so. 
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"THE PINE PLANTING PROGRAMME IN N.S.W." 
This is the title to a. ten page pamphlet issued by the Forestry 
Cormission last November, which every conservationist should read. 
Salient points are as follows:-
1. In 1971, pine plantations in N.S.W. covered about 390 sq. miles; 
it is planned to plant a total of 1,600 sq. miles by the end of the 
Century. 

2. The Commission prefers to concentrate its efforts into a limited 
umber of areas, particularly as the development of pulping industries 
has become its main objective. A plantation of at least 160 sq,miles 
is needed to keep the mini m m sized economic Kraft pulp factory 
operating. 
3. The main species planted is Pirns radiata (Monterey pine) which can 
tolerate a fair range of environmental conditions. The Conmission 
prefers areas where the rainfall exceeds 35 inches per year and is 
evenly distributed, or occurs mainly in the cooler period. These 
conditions are met in the higher rainfall parts of the State* s highlands/ 
4. Economic constraints require that the pine plantation be close to 
its market. Topography can also place limitations, e.g. land with 
substantial rock areas and slopes in excess of 20 degrees are usually 
avoided. 
5. Since 1950, the Commission has purchased 220 sq. miles of private 
land for planting usually to curtail weed outbreaks or to consolidate 
existing areas. It is claimed that possibly 3/4 of the existing area 
of pine plantations established by the Conmission are on land that has, 
at some stage, been cleared of much of its native vegetation and thus 
has subsequently either reverted to, or bee purchased by the Crown, 
6. The Commission believes that "it holds or has access to sufficient 
land for about three-quarters of the area necessary by the end of the 
century. This means that a further 400 sq, miles will have to be 
acquired by then, 
7. Though it lacks the diversity of the fauna of the native forests, 
a pine forest is not a "biological desert", Recent, and short term, 
observations have led to the recording of more than 80 native bird 
and ramaaal species in the main N.S.W. plantations. Thirty of these 
appear to be widespread and comon. When stands of native forest *re 
retained, the diversity is greater, 

I think that, as members of a conservation society, we appreciate the 
efforts of the Forestry Commission, particularly where they ensure the 
provision of a supply of timber on a "sustained yield" basis qnd where 
they result in the substitution of forest products for materials such 
concrete, steel, aluminium and petrochemicals which are manufactured 

OFF NEWS. 3 APRILr 1972. 
from non-renewable raw materials. 

Our main quarrel oomes when we both want the same area for different 
purposes, as on the Boyd Plateau, 

To many people "areas for Scientific Stufly" in National Parks seem 
a bit aizy-faizy. In this scientific age most attention is focused 
on atoms, rockets, radiation. It was, therefore, very exciting to 
read of the discovery of Maytansin in a Kenyan shrub by Dr.Kupchan 
of Virginia University. Early work with this chemical shews it is 
very effective in inhibiting leukemia in mice. As it is effective 
in very low concentrations the dangers of side effects are also 
lessened so it offers real hope in the anticancer war. 

So far Dr.Kupchan's team has found almost 100 tumour-inhibiting 
chemicals in plants around the world in the last 13 years. A stepping 
up of such investigations among Australian plants would be an added 
incentive to preserve rare areas. 

1971 ANNUAL REPORT OF N.P. & W.S. 

In these days of excision of strategic areas from National Parks, actual 
or proposed, this report is comforting. In the year ending June, 1971, 
the 15 National and 5 State parks the service controls were increased 
by ^ • to 2,511,433 acres. Even with aid from the National Parks & 
Wildlife Foundation the Service's budget is limited and it does a 
aseat job. 
Kowevey, the area it administers is only 1.3% of the total area of the 
State. In our opinion this is quite inadequate for preserving 
representative areas of the very diverse enviionmovt in the State. 

A news item from Denmark reports the invention of a motor vehicle 
exhaust device \hich, it is claimed, will remove over 90% of the Carbon 
monoxide and unburnt hydrocarbons, over 80% of nitrous oxides and 50% 
of lead compounds. The device is cheap and does not increase fuel 
consumption. 

While this is welcome news, it does not reduce the amount of carbon 
dioxide produced from the combustion of fossil fuel. This process 
could provide the greatest challenge to mankind since the "hothouse" 
effect of that gas may ultimately result in significant changes in the 
environment, such as higher world temperatures, partial melting of the 
ice caps with rises in sea levels and even a later ice age as a 
result of the increased cloudiness. 
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CCMING EVENTS. 

MOND/g. 22IO. W Z at 7.45 P.M. 

"LORD HCME ISLAND" by E&33Z-WAITS. 

Most of us have seen pictures of this island, but this tine we will be 
shown pictures of places not frequented by the average tourist. Do 
not miss this interesting and enjoyable evening. 

SATURDAY. 27TZ MAY at 2 P.M. 

' ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION COHCITTEE CUTINC. 

This will be an inq?ection of sandming areas on the river. Meet 
2 p.m. where henry Lawson Drive crosses Little Salt Pan Creek, 
These are general outings designed to give you a practical idea 
of what most needs to be done, so do tzy to come. 

SUNDAY. 28TR iiAY at 10.30 A.M. 

?IEj1D DiiY ON TnE iiiSCiiifoMENT isC/ii x'Ahh 
VIXT.NGi'U'i RGhiNt^ON AND BXXATI VJ . * 

Travel along the Princes Highway to the golf links about a rile 
beyond the turn-off to Stanwell Tops. ;We meet here at iG.3Ca.;n. 
V/e wallc in through wet sclerophyll forest towards the coast. Easy 
walking suitable for children. Be prepared to carry lunch and eat 
it in pleasant surroundings overlooking the escarpment. 

Cur leaders are both members of the Illawarra Natural history Soc. 
Mr. iiobinson is an authority on Manuals, Mr. Whitehead specialises 
in carnivorous plants. 

This should be an enjoyable field day of special interest because it 
is in the vicinity of the area where coal washeries waste is being 
dumped - a controversial issue at the moment. 

Yal 3oyan - 533 1C13 after 4 p.m. 
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R3?0:g ON GkO.Cj'C iuYER OYaPOSIUK. 

The symposium on "The George's River Basin" held in April was quite 
a lively affair. The numbers attending was not as great as the 
convenors had hoped and this was a pity in view of the quality of the 
speakers. 

Prof, Kattersley outlined the natural function of a tidal estuary & 
showed how this is altered by interference. Dredging, stormwater 
outlets, provision of marinas & such activities can all be done 
without nucfc damage if the.effect is first carefully studied & the 
eztra noney is spent to give maximum protection to the functioning 
of the system. 

Dr. i-iullins. outlined the position as far as chemical pollution is 
concerned. At present it is not disastrous but it has shown a steady 
decline over the last five years. A river has a good natural system 
of cleansing but can do nothing about metal pollution except disperse 
it. This is a slow process so the pollution rate oust be kept low 
enough to let the river cope. If the present rate of deterioration 
continues the estimated life of the river is ten years. 

ilr. "Jebb, speaking on the economic geography of the river basin, 
pointed out that the type of factory along the river did not directly 
use the river (e.g.the water as part of the factory process or the 
river for transport). There is no practical reason why factories 
can't be banned from the river banks to leave free access to the 
public. 

Dr. iiaclntyre showed the difficulty of biological control because of 
the wide variations of conditions and lack of standardisation of 
sampling and testing techniques. 

Prof, Uootten considered these facets in seeking an answer to the 
question "What can we do?" Ee pointed out that we already have many 
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regulations & avenues of approach that are not fully used. A special 
authority for the George's River Basin would only add to these & a better 
approach would be to make full use of what is already available. 

After lively discussion, INSECT was asked by the meeting to call an interim 
committee of members of conservation groups to draw up a charter & appoint a 
working "watchdog" committee to check on complaints & see that these were 
dealt with by the appropriate means, V/e have a wide range of authorative 
sources already available in our Government Depts.- let us make use of them. 

The Nature Conservation Council has advised us of two resolutions for which 
they seek our support. 

1, To press for the setting up of a conservation advisory service in the 
Dept. of Education, along the lines of the Nature Advisory Servicein 
W.4., to educate in the important field of the environment, 

2, To protest against the lack of a conservationist on the State 
Pollution Control Commission & urge the Government to appoint such 
a representative without delay. 

Your Committee has considered both these resolutions & given then 
unqualified support. It would help, if you as individuals, would write 
Urging these actions to your local M.P. !s or any other influential 
public figures, 

a * * # # # # # # * * # * # # # # * * # 

In the short time I've been editing OF? NMS I've had both compliments 
and complaints, Thank you for both. This is a society paper & members 
are entitled to have what they want in it. The only way I'll know what 
you want is if you will tell me. So would you? 

If you feel like writing an article please do. If you want something 
known without writing, just let me know the details & I'll put it 
together. It is up to you. An editor can't be any better than his 
reporters and thats a job you can all have a go at, ' can't promise to 
print everything submitted as OFF only has 4 pages,but I'll do r.y best. 

Each issue goes to type around the 3rd. of the month. We need at 
least a couple of days notice of anything you want included. 

Postal regulations will not allow us to s end OFF to unfinancial 
members. Some of you who can't get to all meetings don't know that this 
year's Treasurer is Harry Wha ite, 15 Freeman Ave., 0ATL2L, & so have 
not been able to pay. This year subs, are $2.00 per person, &3,CC 
per couple, 20c. per child & 60c. for students & pensioners. This is 
the last issue we can send without fees being paid, so if this applies 
to you please send your money in. We also feol that with increasing 
interest in conservation, a society cuch as ours should be growing, 
NlV'"?]Kp.r,.'2 o n i 1 T/'" A!1W *T * C r.v\ i - i « « « « « 
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friend who would like to join us? One of the best ways of 
advertising is personal recommendation. It is also cheapest 
so please use it. 

Within the last few months "our" Norm Tonkin has been waging a 
battle against the sale of sand from Stanwell Park Beach, A 
net e in the local newspaper (27.3.72), states that the Works committee 
has advised that no more sand be removed from the beach. The 
Wollongong Council has appointed "Conservationist, Mr. N. Tonkin" 
as ranger of Stanwell Park Beach. 

The N.C.C, has obtaL ned permission to show the "Australian Ark"series 
of films to raise money. They propose to show these at the UNION 
THEATRE, "UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY, during Earth Week, Discount prices 
have been offered to societies. The program will be "Australian 
Marsupials" & Australian Landforms" in colour. Bookings must be 
made and paid for by 1st. June, 1672. 
We would like a Theatre Party on Tuesday 19th September, at 8 p,m. 
Tickets are $1.50 for adults &1 30 cents for children. We will also 
book at these prices if you would like to go to the 10 a.m. or 5 pm 
sessions on Saturday 23rd. September, 

Three members of our Society took part in the "MECCA. AT MYALL" 
outing on 15th & 16th April, travelling there by one of two buses 
hired for the purpose* On Saturday afternoon, the Seal Rocks area 
at the northern end of the proposed Park was visited. That night, a 
barbeque dinner was held at the headquarters & camping site estab-
lished at Veropa Park, on the north side of Smith Lake. It is 
estimated that about 500 persons attended & this was followed by an 
impromtu outdoor concert. Much of Sunday waa spent in the Bombah ft. 
area, & included a two hour lunch trip up Boambayte Lake into the 
main Myall Lake. 
Two days, of which several hours were spent in travelling, was quite 
insufficient to see this area. The brochure issued by the Myall 
Lake Committee was very comprehensive, & an indication of the whole-
hearted devotion of a snail group of conservationists. It gave a 
detailed program for the motorist, unfortunately, this could not be 
carried out in its entirety by those in the buses. 
It is regrettable that the gathering eas not better publicised, the 
writer only heard of it from a fellow conservationiste at work, 
Most of the participants came from the Warringah Shire Area, and 
there appeared to be no representatives from Newcastle, which by 
reason of its proximity, diould be vitally interested in the Myall 
Lakes proposals. It is hoped that this defect will be eliminated 
before the next "MECCA". 
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GOmNG ZVEMTS. 

A.P.C. MEETING - Saturday, June 17 at 1.30p.m. sharp« Meet at 
Henry Law sen Drive, Picnic Point, for CAS^-iATTA CR5EK. 

SATURDAY. JtjMS 24th. 

3!L\D EMSEjG AT NO^II ̂ YDS with BILL IANE. at 8.X A.M. 

Travel along Lane Cove Road to Spping fid., where you turn right. 
About 5 mile along lipping Rd. & tiirn left into Delhi Rd. Take the 
second turn to the left into Plassey Rd. Follow Flassey Rd about \ 
mile you come to a road blockage - here we park the cars at 8.30 am. 
The Northern Suburbs Cemetery is on the left & the lane Cove National 
park on the ri$it, If you wish to come earlier (or a little later), 
walk along Plassey Rd, past a fence & around the comer of the cemetery 
towards Wicks Rd. You wl 11 easily see u , Lane in the bush to the right 
about 200 yards from where you parked the car. 
This should be an excellent flay because the bird population is rapidly 
building up in the area due to the baksias. It is the best season for 
birds for 7 to 8 years. 
Mr. Lane is a V.I.P. of the bird banding world and we are extrenely 
fortunate to have him show us what is being done. I suggest that 
Juniors book seats in cars now . 

MONDAY. JiME 26th at 7.45 p.m. 

•-< JNPJiR o.-wv11 by sj. McJLNTYruS 

Dr. i--acIiNTYRS, jlilVzLiLITY OF W.S.'J. is a Marine Biologist and this 
is a meeting that all members (including juniors) should attend. 

DONS dtass - MATING .,I,LL 32 IN TIL.; MS^IUJIGT 7JJ.L, 
Ci U\ « MiJ.̂ GA R0A1> J GrOTlGrrli'- -J t-V OAV-IXIY • 

Further information - Val Bryan 
533-1013 after 4 p.m. 

from the v/IIE.- I>lS-vC. 
i-iargaret and hiric send their regards 3' new address in case any 
members are visiting Grafton. 65 kilton Street, Grafton, Cur 
congratulations to the Wheelers on new arrival i-atthew bom 13,3.72. 
(̂ rxc was a former President of our Society;. 
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JUKE, 1S72, 

FOR Yuj£v (L HSIDEAATION. 

This issue we have abandoned the Editorial for Front Page Hews, as a 
situation has arisen which concerns all of us. 

You may have heard that early in the year we were told that the Swimming 
Club hall which has been "home" to us for so long, would not be availabl 
after the end of the year, Mrs. Carder has been making enquiries about 
a suitable alternative with no sense of urgency. However, at our last 
meeting we were told that a new lease had been given to the kindergarten 
and the future rent to us would be ̂ 5.00 plus ̂ 2.00 "cleaning" fee. 
This is too great a rise from the %2.C0 we had been paying for the 
finances to manage, so finding alternative accomodation became urgent, 

vJe have approached the Trust of the West Catley Methodist Church for 
permission to use their hall. This is a matter that will be considered 
by the Trust at their next meeting. Meanwhile an interim committee has 
agreed to let us use the hall for our next meeting on June 26th. 

This will give us trie opportunity to dismiss future meetings with the 
whole society. Nothing has been finalised and the Committee would be 
glad <JO have any suggestions you can put forward. These will be more 
useful with details of cost, availability, etc., so give it some thought 

Meantime PZMa&z. NOTE. Next meeting at CATMIY WEGT i-ETMĈ IST CHJACM hALL 
comer Mulga Hd. and Gungah Day Road. Tell any friends who may have 
been too busy to open OFF N3/S this week. 

PR3SIBEP Phil Kail 33 Yarran M., GATL2Y, 2223 Ph.579-1703 
SJXTcSTARY Ida Carder, P.G Box 52, hGiSTDAIEj 2223 57-5209 
EDITOR Olive Whaite, 15 Freeoan Ave.GAl'LEY, 2223 57-5459 
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Your library Jias acquired a copy of the Australian Acadecy of Science's 
"Atmospheric/Sffects of. Supersonic Aircraft". 

It discusser the possible concentration of certain atmospheric 
co&aminaqts., such as carbon dioxide, water vapour, particles and 
photochemical processes, particularly those associated with the 
production, and destruction of ozone. 

T he opinion of the working group is that, on present knowledge, 
supersonic aircraft are unlikely to produce any major modifications. 
However the group recommends that any future growth in th e amount of 
stratospheric flying should be preceded and accompanied by a program of 
monitoring, preferably as. part of a world-wide plan. It also considers 
that critical matters for examination are the dynamics of the general 
circulation of the atmosphere at high levels, and the chemistry of the 
stratosphere. As a sideline, the group also recommends that, for compari-
son, special efforts should be made to observe the stratosphere when, 
and if, another major volcanic eruption occurs. 

This booklet is available for your more detailed reading. 

A group of active conservationists, including Nora Tonkin, have become 
very discouraged by the lack of adequate Press coverage of conservation 
problems and projects. To overcome this lack they have been working for 
scsae time to produce a newspaper covering the whole range of efforts 
being made by various committees throughout the state in this field. 

The first issue should be out before yea receive this and it is planned 
to distribute it free. If you haven't seen one ask around. Futuee issues 
will sell at 10c. Enquire for these at your local newsagent as we need 
sales outlets and newsagents will only stock them if there is a demand. 

In Alabama, JoA., scientists have been working on a new method of water 
treatment, using magnesium carbonate as a coagulant instead of potash 
alum which has been used for the last 70 years. The new method, which 
seems very simple, will increase water-treatment plant capacity because 
processing is faster, will improve quality by more effective removal of 
iron and magnesium and will soften the water which alum tends to harden. 
It also reduces the volume of sludge. This should be a boon to growing 
communities. 

Have you heard the new series of "IL&tlTAGZ" on Aadio 2PC at 7,30 p.m. 
Thursdays ?? 

OF? NEWS -3~ .TUNS. 1972. 

The Jeivis Bay Anti-Pollution Committee has for some time been fighting 
to persuade the Shoalhaven Shire Council to amend a scheme to discharge 
sewage into the Bay, claiming this would create a "giant cesspool". They 
have succeeded in getting an undertaking from Federal members to financ-
ially support the installation of a pipeline to cariy the effluent 
outside the Bay limits. 

With this encouragement, the Council has decided on a complete investigat 
aimed at preserving Jervis Bay as "one of the few remaining unspoiled 
harbours of the East Coast of Australia". Congratulations Committee! 

V/AiL\Ux'4BUNGIE NATIONAL PARK. 

The February, 1954, issue of the National Parks Journal was devoted 
almost exclusively to this park — it's rocks, natural communities of 
plants^ birds €/ animals, & it's tracks & trails. It aroused considerable 
interest and resulted in increased visitation to this remarkable area. 

Many years ago, when the park only covered 8000 acres gazetted as a 
public reserve, the writer stood on the high tops of Mt.Exmouth & Bluff 
Mountain and thought how desirable this unique mountain area would be 
for public recreation. Some of this dream has been realised. 

The March issue of "Napawi" presents a map showing that between 1967 and 
January 1972, the park has expanded to nearly 5 times it's original area, 

xhis expansion is heartening, but if one examines the map, he is struck 
with the fact that the most recent addition of over 12,000 acres is 
isolated from the main park by two miles and more. This missing area 
contains much of considerable interest. 

No blame can be attached to the Service for this omission. It is the old 
sad story of inadequate funds. The missing area has twice been offered 
to the Service but the money was not available. It is at present being 
used to run pigs so if the Service ever can afford the price it should 
be redeemable. 

Nevertheless, the area as it stands is full of interest. Best time to 
visit it is in the Spring. See that you obtain a copy of "warrumbungle 
National Park" either here in Sydney beforehand, or at the Canyon Camp 
headquarters. It will prove a memorable visit. 
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COMING SYENT3. 

Monday. September 25th. at 7.45 p.m. 

"lyjMGî ROO ISLAND" by ARNGU) B^DEN. 

At the beginning of this year, A3HGLD & Piii^IG Bi\ZD3N spent a 
-week or so on Kangaroo Island. They were interested in the 
geological structure, birds, other anioals and the flora of the 
Island. Excellent slides of these features will be shown. 

OCT-ZM; 7th & 8th. 

C^h'ING ICEIL.END i;2 THE "YihLIEY OF 'Jill VIJZ2Z3". 

with CEC. & MIT A SMIMTY. 

Cec. will tell us about this weekend at the Monday night meeting 
(25th Sept.), but in case you are not present - travel along the 
Great .7 est em highway to "I fENT-. ICMTh JMMLJ . Turn left at Falls 
Moad and continue along this road for about % mile. Turn right 
at a shelter shed to Fletcher Street. This leads to "The hut" -
a Natural history Museum where we meet. 

Camp for the weekend or come for the day. 

Further information 'phone 
Cec, Sainty after 4 p.m. 

* 
Price 6 cents. 
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ELECTION BffOru-iAS'ION. 

At the last Annual Conference of the N.C.C., it was decided to try ai 
get a comprehensive statement of policy on Conservation from all the 
political parties sufficiently early to inform the voting public wal 
before the elections. The Executive has approached each party and ti 
have all expressed concern for the environment. The A.L.?a> D.L.F., 
and the AJCT.inLĥ  all sent a booklet or roneoeu sheet contain! 
their policy. The Country and liberal Parties each outlined the met 
of approach they favoured and proposed, and left definite statement 
policy to be announced at the start of the election campaign. nil 
parties offered copies of the policy approach to anyone caring to 
write for them. As this personal approach is the method the parties 
use to gauge the act eat of the elector's real concern with the issue 
we strongly urge each and every one of you to write on your own beha 
and get as many friends as you can to do the same. The addresses ai 

iJOX i*vGc Vj • jT • 0 9 i i" -L£ AO. Ji y 2G00 
xvogor Gurr, H.3/.7» Secretary^ 
1 Arundel Jtreet, GI^EZ 9 2037 
p . f . llzrrxck, Federal Directoi 
Box ̂ .1, Gi"v iioVfi. * c.' 
N>ei :or j • - 1-n.ne. General Secretary 
i/es"Izr.nster IIouso, SGI George Ot,, Sydney^ 301 
G# £' % V* UCIC X3 j or..ilD03̂-TG. 26uO 4 

_'.wj ' I > 3 3 Y&rr&n -vd», \j*.~ ,2223 j 
SiCLiiixiii-Cr: Ida Carder, 3ox 52, P.O. i-iC£t£ji*icS, 2223 5? 59< 
IŜ Zt'Oil: Olive '.7hsdte,15 Jrea&n Ave., uJi£»i.Y,2'423 5T 54: 
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MOTION TO N.C.C. CDNF2RZNCE - Submitted by our Society* 

Since no effective action appears to have resulted froa N.C.C. 
submissions in 1970 concerning decentralisation, and because there 
is currently no re public concern of the problems, we reaffirm this motion: 

"This conference views with concern the uneven growth and distribtuion 
of population and industry in NStf which are causing catastrophic demands 
to be made upon the environment in the small strip of coast containing 
Newcastle, Sydney and Wollongpng. We believe that the deterioration of our 
environment vhich is occuring at a quickening pace must be halted and the 

L process reversed, otherwise the quality of life of our citizens must 
necessarily suffer. 
"We thus caLl upon the Government to take vigorous action to make its 
stated policy of decentralisation a reality. Decentralisation must be 
established well inland and not on the coast." 

Oir Earth Week Display at HoseLands was held in an "Old World" atmosphere 
that could hardly have had more bustle and go-go-go. Still the idea was 
right and the stall aroused quite a hit of interest. In fact d>nations in 
iour tine gave a profit of £4.51. Prom the point of view of the Society, 
though, it was rather disappointing. We were very short of voluntary 
helpers and the nenbers of the Roselands Committee, who have been involved 
in an incredible amount of work with a very difficult job of organisation, 
found they had to double up their own days of attendance. 

nlso disappointing was the roll-up for the "GI2AN UP" of Oatley Paris:. As 
r. matter of fact the park did not suffer from this as a bus lead of Hurstville 
schoolchildren had already removed 90 bags of rubbish from the Bark on the 
previous day. Ha}f a dozen adult and child helpers were left to finish off 
the few remaining corners and the rest of the group moved off to a small park 
&t Lugarno. Two small boys with no connection with CBF turned up to help as 
the effort had been advertised at Oatley West School. The very group of 
helpers we mustered would not have given them any impression of a vital and 
Enthusiastic Society such as we would like to be. Cow about an increase of 
sieuber participation even if we cannot actually increase the membership? 

JîTCII FOA iJJD SUPPORT ANT ACTIVITIES CHGiiHISED FOTi "FI3S IREVEflEIGN UEEK" 

OCT OB ER 22ND. - 28111 , 1972. 

i 
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The AO1 "Newsletter" for last June had an article on Exponential 
Growth and the Example of Mineral Resources" by Prof. P.J. Fenner. 
(This could be borrowed from the file if you are interested). 

There was a time when the word "exponential" was rarely heard out side 
scientific and oatheoatiical circles. A chain reaction in a nuclear 
bomb is essentially an exponential reaction - until the device Hows ap< 
The population explosion is an exponential increase - until it becomes 
impossible to maintain any longer. Prof. Fenner* s article points out t! 
most estimates of mineral reserves are based on the assumption that use 
of these minerals is static, whereas it is really exponential. This 
drastically shortens the calculated life of these deposits. At the lea 
there is no doubt that the currently important minerals will be extreme: 
costly in the fairly near future. Already the price of mercury has 
increased 500% An the last 20 years, of lead 300% in 30 years. Even wi 
the inflation of those years the rise is high and intime will include t! 
longer lived minerals such as iron, chrognum and steel. 

There are a nuriber of irt eresting "conservation" efforts being made by 
Councils around Sydney which are worth watching. 

Sutherland Council has removed about 100 feet of the old sea wall at 
Cronulla. Waves Mil rebound from a sea wall wit# undiminished energy 
taking sand with than. If the wave is allowed to spend its energy on a 
slope it cannot carry the sand back into the sea as it recedes. If thi 
move is successful aimi&ar work will be d) ne at North Cronulla. 

Also interesting is the artificial reef to be contracted in Port Hackin 
It will t ake about five tyres per square yard and is expected to provid 
a haven for g™iT marine life. Similar, but smaller reefs have been 
contracted - for example, in Lake Kacquarie, St. Vincent's Gulf, S.A. 
and the U+S.A. These seem to have been a success. 

Not local, but also interesting is the paper salvage story from the U.S 
There are four paper coqpaniesoperating entirely on scrap paper. 
Collectively they use 1400 tons per dpy, seven days per week, collected 
from the country's concrete jungles. Since every ton of recycled paper 
saves an estimated 17 trees, this works out at over 8 million trees 

per year. yp XE3 SCSAP PAPER DRIVE! 
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COMING EVENTS. 

4. NOVEMBER. 1972. 

SATURDAY, l8th November, at 11.00 a.m. 

Rock Platform Field Day at Long Reef with Miss Muriel Watkins, 
Biologist, of Sydney Teachers College. Meet at Griffith Park. 
Turn.off Pittwater Road into Anzac Avenue, which runs along the 
North side of Griffith Park. Turn right from the avenue into s 
drive leading past the clubhouse to the shore 

o o o a e o 

SATURDAY, 25th November, at 8.3O a.m. 

The ''Challengers against Pollution", which is a group of young 
people supported by "INSPECT", is planning a clean-up, starting from 
Rockdale Town Hall and carrying through to Brighton Beach. In the 
'fternoon they will be cleaning up in the beach area and, at night, 
lectures will be given and films shown at the Brighton Life Saving 
Club. 

Helpers are required, and they would be glad of placards showing 
support for the objectives of the operations. 

SUNDAY, 26th November, at 9«30 a.m. 

Bird Field Day with Mr. Ern Hoskin, RAOU. This outing wss post-
poned from Sunday, 29th October. We will meet at Wilberforce, which 
is about seven miles north of Windsor along the Putty Rood. When 
entering Windsor, do not turn left towards Richmond, but continue 
straight up hill and down to the bridge over the river. Bring 
lunch and field glasses. 

Our sympathy goes to the relatives and friends of Mr. G.L. 
Blackshaw of Penshurst - another of our members who died earlier 
this year. 

Phil Hall, 33 Yarran Road, 0stley,2223 Ph.579.i7O3 
^-Tder, P.O.Box 52, Mortdale,2223 Ph.57*5909 

15 Freeman Avenue Oatley, 2223Ph.57.6459 
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November, 1972. 

As we come to the end of another year it's not z bed ides to 
look back and take stock. O.F.F. has been sn active body in the 
fight for conservation for many years before most people had 
the matter a thought. In the last few years a great increase in 
public awareness of the need to care for what we have, has res-
ulted in the formation of a large number and variety of organis-
ations concerned with this aim. Even here in Gatley the indep-
endent growth of the 'Wirrimbirra Reserve Committee" - some of 
whose members we met last meeting - is enormously encouraging. 
Like us, they are ordinary people with an urge to preserve rathe 
than destroy. I feel there must be many more such who just neec 
to know where to come to add enormously to the influence that 
numbers have on politics. 

One of the features of this last year has been the growth of 
various oganisations seeking to weld a.ll these smaller groups 
into a more powerful voice. This is essential to more effective 
action and one of the main reasons we have to try and increase 
our own membership, which has fallen off in the last year. Thi.£ 
hasn't been a.ll our own fault. We have lost several Junior mem-
bers to the '.ild Life Club. This is quite a good thing as theij 
activities are more encouraging to the youngsters than our 
outings which aie geared to more "mature" members and it is more 
important to maintain the enthusiasm of this age groups than jus 
to keep up our numbers. Vie have also been unfortunate to lose 
several of our valued older members by death. 

To help recoup our losses may we ask you again to try and bring 
at least one interested friend to our final meeting for the yea: 
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This is on Monday, 27th November, and takes the form of a Members 
night" and 'break-up partyi:f The program this yecr looks good. 
Arnold Bryden will show us some of his interesting collection of 
slides of aboriginal artifacts. Cec Sainty plans to encourage our 
tree-mapping project with a review of -'Trees I Have Known''. Charles 
Geeson's slides are always good end Harry "Whaite has a slice of 
history with views of Fort Arthur. Supper, of course, will depend on 
the contents of your plates so that, too, should be good. 

The other main avenue of increasing membership is that old bugbear 
'-publicity''. In Wyn Tonkin we are lucky to have a publicity officer 
who can, and does, devote a considerable time to the job but it's an 
uphill battle all the way. These days there are so many people 
needing the same publicity for their own pet projects that it has 
become almost impossible to get a press mention without paying for 
it. Last month Bill Haigh's daughter, Mrs. Stuart, was good enough 
to print us a very nice scries of posters for display in small shops 
with sympathetic proprietors. We were most grateful for her help. 
It was a bit disconcerting to hear that the "Wirrimbirra Reserve 
Committee', most of whose members have lived in Oatley for many years 
didn't even know our society existed. Fosters like Mrs. Stuart's 
might correct that situation. 

On the whole, we've had a good year, but let's make next year better. 
As usual we will be meeting on the 4th Monday of each month with two 
exceptions. The first meeting for the year will be the Annual 
General Meeting on Monday, 5th February. This is the prime time to 
air your views and suggest any improvements or changes you'd like to 
see, so give this a bit of thought before the meeting and come prep-
ared with subjects for discussion. The other exception is the April 
meeting. As the fourth Monday is Easter Monday we will meet that 
month on the fifth Monday - 30th. Before the year starts the 
secretary would like to have as many of you who can and will show us 
some slides get in touch with her and let her know details. This 
is to enable her to a.rrange next years' prograan. Any ideas or 
requests will also be appreciated. 

SEE YOU ALL ON MONDAY, 2?TH , METHODIST CHURCH HALL, MULGA ROAD. 

And to All - A MERRY XMAS AND A NEW YEAR WORTH CELEBRATING!I! 
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OATLEY PARK NATIVE GARDEN 

It is recommended that members visiting the Park take a few min-
utes to look at this garden, which is on the left side of the en-
trance road just past the oval. A number of plants is in flower. 
These include the ".vest Australian Sollyr, Kangaroo Paws (Anigo-
zanthos), teatree (Leptospermum), guinea flower (Hibbertia), and 
everlasting daisies (Helichrysum). Congratulations to Bill Haigh 
on this splendid result from his efforts. 

c o o o o o 

Two items of major importance to conservationists have appeared ii 
the Sydney daily press in recent weeks. Firstly, the Metropolitan 
Mining Warden has refused a mining lease over 87 acres of crown 
Irnd st Bungonia Gorge, holding that the public interest will be-
best served in preserving the area's scenic cspects and recreat-
ional uses. Ee had given 'regard to the everlasting impairment o: 
the environment compared with the short-term benefits of mining.'' 

The second item was the decision of the State Government not to 
develop Port Stevens as a deep-sea. port. This followed completion 
of a §250,000 feasibility study by the Department of Public Works 
which pointed more strongly to two alternative proposals nearer 
Newcastle. Though residents and conservationists may claim a vie 
tory for their campaign to retrin Port Stevens as a tourist and 
holiday area, we must admit the relative economy of the other 
areas was an important factor. 

This decision creates a tourist buffer zone between the highly 
industrialised and residential Newcastle ares to the south end 
the Myall Lakes National Park to the north, rnd will help to en-
sure that the latter will be maintained in FS attractive a con-
dition as the beach sands mining will permit. 

Looking for a. very special Christmas Present? Either of the firs 
two volumes of Stan and Kay Br ee dens' series ''A Natural History 
of Australia '' are beautiful, comprehensive and penetrating, At 
about $16.00 each they are not within everyones' range but are 
good value if you can afford them. 


